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Abstract: Dominant group of factors that influence the brand market value, according to Aaker are: customer loyalty to the
brand, perceived brand quality, brand familiarity and brand associations in comparison to competitors. Functional dependence
between these factors and market brand value is not expressed in exact way, although these factors are quantitatively expressed
with suitable index [17]. Modern technique of fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets implementation for problem solving in areas of finance
and management is based on FLC (fuzzy logic control) process. Implementation of FLC process In this paper is represented in
order to determine brand market value that is mathematical model is constructed using fuzzy numbers and fuzzy logic, which is
used to quantitatively determine brand market value. Brand market value TV=f (L, P, K, A) is expressed depending on customer
loyalty (L) towards the brand, perceived brand quality (K), brand familiarity (P) and brand association (A) received from the
customers, where the measurement rates are evaluated using by fuzzy numbers.
Keywords: FLC Process, Fuzzy Logic, Mathematic Modeling, Market Brand Value

1. Introduction
Meaning of the certain term is determined bu using
attributes. For example, loyalty of the customer can be low or
high. It’s obvious that we connot set to determine certain value
when loyalty stops being low or high. The line between these
two attributes is elastic, and it mostly depends from personal
evaluation and circumstances of the term, that is evaluated [1].
If we want precise specification of this term then we can say
that loyalty is either very low, low, medium, high or very high.
Obviously, larger number of attributes contributes to linguistic
specification of the term, but the border line problem still
remains open. Fuzzy sets could play role of elastic borders
between certain attributes.
We join fuzzy set to each attribute individually and
determine domain which has clear semantic meaning.
Generally speaking, we can say that family of fuzzy sets
, , ,....,
represents framework for cognition
of certain term X if every element of the term X is joined
with at least one fuzzy set with none-zero degree of
dependence. In fuzzy set theory characteristic function
,
of membership of the elements x, to the set
1
0

∈
∉

(1)

is generalized by membership function . Degree of element
membership x to the fuzzy set is given by real value from
interval [0, 1] that is
: → 0, 1 . Fuzzy set A is
completely determined by set of organized pairs:
,

| ∈ ,

∈ 0, 1

(2)

Where
is degree of element x membership to the set A
while U represents universal set. If
is higher, then there
is more truth in statement that element x belongs to set .
Fuzzy sets expressed in triangular form are the most practical
and most often used form of membership function figure
(Figure 1). We express triangular fuzzy set in shorter way
: → 0, 1 is
, ,
and membership function
expressed by folloving equations
0

"#$

%#$
#"

#%

! !
& &
&

&

(3)

Other methods are also used besides triangular fuzzy
number: L function, Γ function, trapezoidal shape or Π
function and others [2]. Variable value x for which
1
is valid, is called center of the fuzzy set . If many of these
variables exist, such is the case in trapezoidal fuzzy set
' , ' , ' , '( (Figure 1), then the set of all values x for
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which is
1 we call nucleus of fuzzy set A and is
expressed by )*+( ) = { | ∈ ∧ ( ) = 1} . Carrier of
fuzzy set A is set of all values x for which is ( ) > 0 and
is expressed with sup1( ) = { | ∈ ∧ ( ) > 0}
Is particularly significant for fuzzy logic practical
implementation in order to manage systems existence of fuzzy
set with one element for which membership function has value
of 1 [3], [4]. For given fuzzy set and 2 ∈ 0, 1 set 3 =
{ ∈ 4| ( ) ≤ 2 is called α cross-section of fuzzy set
(Figure 1). Membership function ( ) of fuzzy set , by
application of 2 cross-section, can dismember an infinite
number of rectangular membership functions α⋀χAα(x) where

χAα (x) is characteristic function of set Aα .
Definition 1.1. [5] Number is considered to be a fuzzy
number for fuzzy set A in the set of real numbers if following
is satisfied:
1. A is convex set,
2. There is exactly one x:∈R so therefore ( ) = 1,
Ker(A)=x: .

3. Membership function μA (x) for ̅ ∈ > is at least by its
parts uninterrupted.

Figure 1. Fuzzy numbers triangular and trapezoidal.

We represent evaluation parameters of brand market value
with fuzzy numbers, triangular, trapezoidal and Γ-gama
(Figure 1), because they contain uncertainty resulted by
measurement error and clearly unidentified borders between
qualitative states. Thus, Zadeh's expended principle is
important [5].
Definition 1.2. [4] Let’s A1 ,A2 ,…,An are fuzzy subsets of
classical sets X1 ,X2 , …,Xn respectively, and mapping is given
C: 4 × 4 × … × 4 → E such
that
for
each
n,
( , , … , ) ∈ 4 × 4 … × 4 is valid C( , , … , ) =
F ∈ E.
Then G = C( , , … ) is a fuzzy subset from E and its
membership function is
sup min µA (x1 ),…,µA (xn )I
µB = H y
1
n
0

if exist y=f(x1,x2,..xn)
otherwise

(4)

If A and B are fuzzy subsets of universal sets U1 , U2 , then
Descarte's product × G is fuzzy relation R in the U1 ×U2 and
we use label > = × G and further is valid for function
: ×
→ 0, 1

N

( )=

O

( ),

P(

).

Generally, if A1 ,A2 ,…,An are fuzzy subsets of universal sets
U1 ,U2 , …,Un then Descarte's product A1 ×A2 ×…×An is fuzzy
relation in the set × × … × . It is labeled as > =
×
× …×
and further is valid
N

(

,

,…,

)=

O Q

R

O = 1, 2, … , }.

( S )T

S

∈

S,

Theory based on fuzzy sets enables reasoning with
undefined information. Original idea of making decisions
based on unprecise data combining linguistic rules comes from
Zade who those calls reasoning approximate or fuzzy
reasoning. [6]
Fuzzy reasoning represents conclusion procedure based on
premises which contains linguistic expressions. Central
characteristic of this theory is representation of propositions as
commands that join fuzzy sets. Input and output variables in
the system phase are linguistic variables. Linguistic variables
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are expressed in form (x, F, U, M) where: x-variable name Fspace of linguistic values which variables x can absorb, that is
space of fuzzy sets over area U.
- quantitative area of consideration of variable x under
which it absorbs linguistics value, M-semantic function (rule)
of space connection ℱ with area , i.e. V ⋅ → X. [3]
Matching degree of membership is joined to all possible
values of input and output variables [7]. One of the most
important characteristics of fuzzy logic is possibility to express
degree of uncertainty in human thinking and his/her
subjectivity. Fuzzy logic therefore covers subjectivity of
human reasoning, emotions and language.
Structure P: x is A where ∈ is linguistic variable,
∈ ℱ space of linguistic values which variable can, that it,
space of fuzzy sets defined over area. U is called proposition. If
two fuzzy propositions in interrelationship, then fuzzy relation
is created. Fuzzy relation of two proportions has the following
form, >: OY ' Z F OY G, where ∈ , F ∈
is linguistic
variable, ∈ [, G ∈ ℬ are fuzzy sets. In fuzzy relations the
following
function
appears
N ( , F): 0, 1 × 0, 1 →
0, 1 which represents truthfulness of relation R.
> = {(

N(

N(

, F), , F)|

, F) = ρ{

∈

( ),

,F ∈

P (F)}

},

where ^{. } represents one of the operators, and by choosing
that one it creates function N ( , F) and indirectly has effect on
fuzzy controller structure. In our case "∧" appears as operator
^{. } [8]. Fuzzy rule base represents medium part of fuzzy
controller. Fuzzy rule as primary part of base has form: I"f R
then P" where R and P represent fuzzy relation, that is
proposition. Is important to give meaning for fuzzy rule in the
form of trutheuuness of proposition P, after membership
function N (. ) of relation R is determined. Usually, fuzzy
implications of type min and product are used in fuzzy
controller which gives meaning N→_ = min( N , _ ) to the
rule "If R then P", N→_ = N ∗ _ , where > → c represents
rule. Min operation of fuzzy implication is called Mamdani
implication and it is one of the mostly used implication in
fuzzy controller [9].

2. Indicator of Brand Evaluation
Brand is name, term, symbol or design or combination of all
of those elements. It is focused to recognize products or a
service of one or group of producers on the market. It also
represents tool for product differentiation from competitors
who produce the same or similar products on the market [10].
Brand of product/service is used for communication between
business subjects and customers, by offering their
products/services companies try to make themselves more
recognizable in business environment [11].
Customers have more active relationship towards brand
because it helps during the purchase decision making. For
companies brand is a source of competitive advantage and
creation of financial income, where as for customers it’s sign
of quality, decrease of purchase risk and symbolic tool for
making decisions [12].

3

Brand value is impacted by its overall identity, as well as
characteristic that customers recognize. There are two
conceptual brand values: market value and financial value,
while at the same time scholars suggest that it’s hard to make
difference between them because they are mutually connected
and inter wined linked. Quantitative determination of brand
market value is subject of interest for many experts from
different economic backgrounds [13].
Brand Market Value is based on customers behavior and
atitudes, while financial value is based on financial parameters
[14]. Brand market value represents relationship between
customer and brand. Dominant group of factors that influence
the brand market value, acording to Aaker is model are:
customer loyalty to the brand, perceived brand quality, brand
familiarity and brand associations in comparison to
competitors [15]. Each of mentioned brand market value
indicators is evaluated by quantitatively suitable index.
Brand loyalty. One of the most basic indicators of brand
market value is loyalty from existing and potential customers,
which is measured by their willingness for repetitive purchase
of products/service. Customer loyalty towards brand is
expressed by the fact that brand is able to fulfill their emotional
and functional needs, with reasonable and satisfying price.
Depending on their feelings developed for the certain brand
they create loyalty. [14] Brand loyalty is also expressed by rate
of customer retention Yd , [16] which represents total number of
customers who use brand, e and total number of customers in
sample f (or on specific area) therefore further formula is
valid Yd = g
h

Perceived quality. Perceived brand quality is tightly
connected with product quality that brand offers and
promises. Many companies claim that quality is one of the
main indicators for creation of position on the market.
Depending on how customers perceive quality, sales
increases or decreases. It’s measured by complaints rate,
label Yi , based on the product/service quality which
represents relationship between number of customers who
made complaints i and total number of customers in
sample, f therefore further formula is used Yi = j . From
h

this is derived that larger number of reclamations indicates
lower level of quality and vice versa.
Brand familiarity. Brand familiarity and its existence in
customer’s environment depend on how quickly customers
recognize brand on the market and how familiar they are with
its values. Based on that there are two types of familiarities:
spontaneous familiarity- when customer is able to remember
the brand without previous thinking and remembering, that is
how brand is dominant in customer’s mind and familiarity with
reminder-when customer, is able to remember the brand after
receiving certain information. Brand familiarity is measured
quantitatively with familiarity rate Yk which represents
relationship between number of customers who are familiar
with brand k , and total number of customers in sample f
therefore further formula is used Yk = l , [16].
h

Brand association. Basic function of the brand value is to
create association with the name. Associations that we connect
to the certain brand are factors of their differentiation. Based
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on developed association towards brand relationship with
customer is created. Customer can link brand with positive,
negative or both experiences. [14] Brand association is created
by customer’s perception while using products/services. It’s
connected to expectation realization of products/services. We
can group it into two:
1. Experience is positive - customer receives more than
expected while consuming brand, and therefore increases
brand perceived value.
2. Experience is negative - customer receives less than
expected while consuming brand, and therefore
decreases brand perceived value.
Brand association we can be qvantified by rate of
positively preferred experiences Ykk , and by rate of
negatively preferred experiences kk . Rate of positively
preferred experiences represents relationship between number
of positive experiences and total number of preferred
experiences (positive and negative) whitch resulted from
brand consumption.
If k is total number of positively preferred experiences, m
is total number of negatively preferred experiences, than rate of
positively preferred experiences Ykk is given by relation
l
Ykk =
, and rate of negatively preferred experiences
Y

k

ln

o

1 p Ykk

o

ln

o

.

Further is valid Ykk q Y k 1. In dependence of rate value
of positively Ykk , and negatively Y k preferred experiences, we
can distinguish further brand associations:
mainly positive- if rate of positive experience is larger than rate
of negative experiences Ykk - Y k ,
mainly negative-if rate of positive experience is smaller than
rate of negative experiences i.e Ykk ! Y k .
if rate of positive experienc is equal undecided-to rate of
negative experience Ykk Y k .
Each of the measured indicators: loyalty, perceived quality,

Figure 2. Family fuzzy numbers [

familiarity and brand associations has impact on brand market
value, [18]. If TV is used to label brand market value, than we
express functional dependence of TV from those indicators in
the following way rs C t, ), c, where
L represents value of customer loyalty towards brand,
K represents value of perceived quality,
P represents evaluated brand familiarity,
A represents evaluated brand associations.
It is very hard process to exactly determine brand market
value as there are many parameters of human behavior and
thinking which influence the evaluation, which is especially
hard to quantify. Therefore in expressed functional relationship
rs C t, ), c,
even though quantitative indicator values
t, ), c, are exactly determined, still making conclusion about
brand market value based on those values is unreliable because
of evaluation of parameters, sample size on which parameters
are evaluated, as well as nonexistence of functional
relationship between those parameters. Therefore it is justified
to use approximate (fuzzy) reasoning in measurement of brand
market value and all conclusion made based on those
measurements.

3. Construction of Fuzzy Numbers and
Confidence Interval of Basic Set
Proportion

Let it be that variable is given , [, , V classified in
definition area
0, ' , ' ∈ u of 1 family fuzzy numbers
[

(x,

R "

| ∈

S,

S

⊂ wS , O

1, 2, … , 1

(4)

with membership function
. We label with GS , O
R "
1, 2, … , 1 p 1 intersection points
∩ Ryz " with
R "
' , ' , … , 'S# , 'S , 'Sn , … , 'k# their projection on { axis.
Points 'S divide segments w
0, ' into disjoint subintervals.

and interval of dominant membership.
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Let it be that fuzzy number S ⊂ [( ) is defined on area
wS ⊂ w.
Definition 3.1. Interval [ 'S# , 'S = { |'S# & & 'S , ∈
}
S ⊂ wS is called interval of dominant membership of
variable
towards fuzzy number S in relation to fuzzy
number , . , S# , S , Sn , … , k ∈ [( ) defined or partially
in area wS , if further is valid for all variable values ∈
['S# , 'S
R (")

max"∈ |R}z,|R {

z (")

,

~ ("),…,

l (")

}

(5)

Points = 'S, O = 1, 2, … . 1 − 1 points of change dominant
membership on area wS of fuzzy number S# , S , Sn .
If 'S# , 'S ⊂ wS is dominate membership interval
(Dominant affiliation) of variable towards fuzzy number S
defined in the area wS we write (Figure 2)
•'C R ( ) =['S# , 'S = { |'S# &

& 'S ,

∈

S}

(6)

Definition 3.2. If fuzzy set ∈ [( ) is defined over w of
universal set then the difference w\•'C( ) = •'C( ) is
called complement of dominant set •'C ( ) and we define it
with
•'C( )= {x|x∈

∧

∉ •'C( )}

(7)

Each FLC (fuzzy logic control) process has input and output
values which are given in form of linguistic variables and are
mostly based on if-then rules. Now us determine relationship
between fuzzy numbers and rates Yd , Yi , Yk , Ykk which are used
to evaluate parameter values t, ), c, measured in the sample.

5

Quantitative indicator value of brand market value is
measured by appropriate rate-proportion based on sample
%
1 = Y = where m is a number of customers with required
characteristic and n is a number of respondents in a sample.
For large samples, ≥ 50, distribution of sample proportion is
closely equal to normal distribution and we can take 1 as
approximation of basic set (population) proportion (rate) π
[19].
Confidence interval of basic set proportion ƒ based on
sample data, with given confidence coefficient 1 − 2 is
expressed with
1 − „… †

Let Z = „… †
~

≤ ƒ ≤ p + „… †

k( #k)

~

k( #k)
#

#

~

k( #k)
#

(8)

ƒ , which can also be written in a shorter form ƒ ∈
p − d, p + d . It is noticeable that fallowing is valid for
proportion value evaluation ƒ ∈ ' , ' of basic set and any
‡
proportion value ƒ ‡ ∈ 0, ' ), ƒ′′ ∈ (' , is ƒ ‡ < ƒ < ƒ ‡ .
Let it be that element characteristic of a basic set, that is
observed, is evaluated with attributes: very lower than average,
lower than average, average, higher than average, very higher
than average. Then we form fuzzy numbers, determined by
those attributes, as it follows.
Family of fuzzy numbers is markeo ℱ(Y) with described
characteristics over the area w = 0, 1
be an interval of proportion evaluation

ℱ(Y) = {very lower than average, lower than average, average, higher than average, very higher than average}
={MMP, MP, P, VP, MVP}

and let membership of appropriate fuzzy number be given by
triangular and trapezoidal membership function.
Quantitative consideration area of observed variable under
which it asquires linguistic value is an interval 0, 1 . We take
into consideration that dominant membership interval p −
d, p + d of fuzzy number P ≡ average value represents
asymmetric interval in relation to medium value 1 0.5 of
interval 0, 1 (Figure 3).
Let's determine dominant membership interval and value are
by observed fuzzy numbers if 1 = 0.5 and α 0.05. If we put
into equation Z = ±„… †
get Z = ±

•.Ž•

√ #

large samples

±

~

√ #

k( #k)
#

values 1 = 0.5, „… = ±1.96 we
~

, which together with limitations for

≤ 30 gives result for Z ≤ 0.1859.

-fuzzy number VVc 0, 0, 0.2, 0.2 dominant membership
interval (VVc) = 0, 0.2 = ““_ ,
-fuzzy number Vc 0, 0, 0.2, 0.5 has dominant membership
interval •'C(Vc) = 0.2, 0.3141 ≈ 0.2, 0.3 and its value
area is “_– 0, 0.5
-fuzzy number c 0.2, 0.5, 0.8
is •'C(c) = 0.5 −
0.1859, 0.5 + 0.1859 = 0.3141, 0.6859 ≈ 0.3, 0.7 , value
area is _– 0.2, 0.8

Using obtained results we find the following;

-fuzzy number sc 0.5, 1, 1 is •'C(sc) = 0.6859, 1 ≈
0.7, 1 and its value area is ˜_– 0.5, 1
-fuzzy number VVc = 0.8, 0.8, 1, 1
has dominant
membership interval •'C(VVc) = 0.8, 1 .
From the above mentioned and according to the fuzzy set
definition further is valid:
-Fuzzy number "very lower than average" = VVc=[0, 0,
0.2, 0.2] is completely determined by arranged pairs set
VVc(Y) = {(Y,

““_ )|Y

∈ w = 0, 0.2 ,

““_ (Y)

∈ 0, 1 }

Where ““_ (Y) is a membership degree of elements to the
set MMP Y of given membership function
““_ (Y)

=

1
0

0 ≤ Y ≤ 0.2
Y≥2

(9)

-Fuzzy number “lower than average"≡ Vc = 0, 0, 0.2, 0.5
is completely determined by arranged pairs set
Vc(Y) = {(Y,

“_ )|Y

∈ w = 0, 0.5 ,

“_ (Y)

∈ 0, 1 }

with following membership function of fuzzy number
“_ (Y)

=™

1−

_ (Y)

0

0 ≤ Y ≤ 0.5
Y ≥ 0.5

(10)
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-Fuzzy number “average"≡ c
determined by arranged pairs set
c Y

Y,

_

|Y ∈ w

0.2, 0.5, 0.8 is completely

0.2, 0.8 ,

_

Y ∈ 0, 1

_

0

Y

•# •š

0.8 & Y & 0.2
0.2 & Y & 0.5
0.5 & Y & 0.8

-Fuzzy number “larger than average"≡ sc
is completely determined by arranged pairs set
sc Y

Y,

˜_

|Y ∈ w

0.5, 1 ,

˜_

˜_

Y

1p
™

_

0

Y

0.5 & Y & 1
Y & 0.5

(12)

-Fuzzy number “very larger than average" ≡ Vsc
0.8, 0.8, 1, 1 is completely determined by arranged pairs set

with following membership function of fuzzy number
•š#

with following membership function of fuzzy number

(11)
0.5, 0.8, 1, 1

Vsc Y

Y,

“˜_

|Y Vsc, Vsc ∈ w

0.8, 1 ,

“˜_ Y ∈ 0, 1 with following membership function of
fuzzy number
“˜_

Y ∈ 0, 1

Y

1
0

0.8 & Y & 1
Y ! 0.8

(13)

Figure 3. Membership function family, U Y ={{MMP, MP, P, VP, MVP} fuzzy number.

Similarly, when a perceived characteristic is evaluated with
three fuzzy attributes then we define three fuzzy numbers over
interval [0, 1] (then VVc Vsc 0 ) with appropriate
membership function. Graphical representation of fuzzy
numbers family U Y is in Figure 3.
Let it be that “perceived value" ≡ {s fuzzy number is
obtained by calculating appropriate rate Y, defined on interval
w¢˜
Y p Z, Y q Z .
As
•'C {s ⊆ •'C c •
0.3, 0.7 and w¢˜
Y p Z, Y q Z ⊆ 0.2, 0.8
w_ fuzzy
set {s ="perceived value” can be evaluated as “average,"
which gives us implementation confirmation of justification of
fuzzy numbers usage for evaluation of market brand value
parameters based on confidence interval of basic set
¤

proportion.

4. Modeling of Input Variables of Model
Using above mentioned procedure of fuzzy numbers
construction, we will construct fuzzy numbers of input
variables in model. We introduce labels and scales for
linguistic input variables as follows:
1. We label linguistic variable customer loyalty, with and
write in form ( , ¤
, w , V . Value area which variable x
can absorb we define, according to the stated construction
fuzzy set family, as

completely loyal, partly loyal, satisfied, satisfied by habit, disloyal }

ct, •t, ¥, ¥¦, ¦t

t , t , t , t( , t§

¨ ,

©R

ª«

∈ tS , tS ⊆ w , O

::::.
1,5
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Quantitative area w which belongs to the domain of those
fuzzy sets belong to is value interval w
0, 1 of customer
retention rate, and semantic function V : w → ℒ ( ) is
triangular, trapezoidal or Γ membership function, in market
©R ( ). Fuzzy numbers of family ℒ ( ) have further meaning,
membership function in relation to domain value and described
constructive approach, and graphical representation of fuzzy
numbers is given in Figure 3.
L1. Fuzzy number
ct = Q- , _© ( )®T ∈ w_© = 0.8, 1 }
means
that
customers are completely loyal to the brand. In this case value
of customer retention rate Yd belongs to interval 0.8 ≤ Yd ≤
1. Expression of fuzzy number in trapezoidal form is ct =
0.8, 0.8, 1, 1 .
Membership function of fuzzy number is
_© (

)=

1,
0,

0.8 ≤ ≤ 1
< 0.8

(14)

L2. Fuzzy number
•t = Q- , ¯© ( )®T ∈ w¯© = 0.5, 1 }
means
that
customers are partly loyal towards brand. Value of customer
retention rate belongs to interval [0.5, 1]. Expression of fuzzy
number in trapezoidal form is •t = 0.5, 0.8, 1, 1 .
Membership function of fuzzy number is
¯© (

1−
)=™

°(

0

)

0.5 < ≤ 1
≤ 0.5

(15)
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form is ¥ = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 . Membership function of fuzzy
number is
°(

0

0.8 ≤
0.2 ≤

•"#

)=

≤ 0.2
≤ 0.5

0.5 ≤

•# •"

≤ 0.8

(16)

L4. Fuzzy number
¥¦ = Q- , °± ( )®T ∈ w°± = 0, 0.5 }
means
that
customers are satisfied by habit with the brand. That is group
of customers who do not analyze reasons for choosing other
brand or are not able to do it because of market circumstances.
Value of customer retention rate belongs to interval 0, 0.5 .
Expression of fuzzy number in trapezoidal form is ¥¦ =
0, 0, 0.2, 0.5 . Membership function of fuzzy number is
°± (

)=™

1−

°(

0

)

0≤

≤ 0.5
≥ 0.5

(17)

L5. Fuzzy number
¦t = Q- , ±© ( )®T ∈ w±© = 0, 0.2 }
means
that
customers are disloyal to the brand. That is group of customers
who are cost sensitive and who are not loyally to any brand.
Value of customer retention rate belongs to interval
0, 0.2 . Expression of fuzzy number in trapezoidal form is
¦t = 0, 0, 0.2, 0.2 . Membership function of fuzzy number is
±© (

)=

1
0

0≤

< 0.2
≥ 0.2

(18)

L3. Fuzzy number
¥ = Q- , ° ( )®T ∈ w° = 0.2, 8 } means that customers
are satisfied with the brand. This represents group of customers
who take into consideration relation between costs and benefit
which comes with the brand and are ready to leave the brand at
any moment. Value of customer retention rate belongs to
interval 0.2, 0.8 . Expression of fuzzy number in triangular

[2.] With F we mark linguistic variable “perceived quality”
of brand and write in form (F, ²(F), w , V ).
Value area which variable F can absorb we define as fuzzy
set family.

Area to which fuzzy set domains )S belong to is w =
0, 1 and represents value interval of reclamation index Yi of
the product. Semantic function V : w → ²(F) is triangular,
trapezoidal or Γ membership function and is marked with
¹R (F) . Fuzzy numbers of family ²(F) have following
meaning, membership function in relation to domain value and
described constructive approach, and graphical representation
of fuzzy numbers is given in Figure 3.
K1. Fuzzy number
st = Q-F, ˜© (F)®T F ∈ w˜© = 0.8, 1 }
means
that
perceived quality of brand is very bad and customers are not
satisfied with the brand quality. In this case product's
reclamation rate Yi , is in interval 0.8, 1 i. e (0.8≤ Yi ≤1). Fuzzy
number membership function VL=[0.8, 0.8, 1, 1] is as follows

means
that
•t = Q-F, ¯© (F)®TF ∈ w¯© = 0.5, 1 }
customers evaluated brand perceived quality as partly bad and
negative experience with the brand prevail. In this case
product’s reclamation rate is in interval [0.5, 1]. Fuzzy number
membership function DL=[0.5, 0.8, 1, 1] is as follows

²(F) = {³*+F ´'Z, 1'+µO' F ´'Z, ¶··Z, ³*+F ¶··Z, '1Y· ¸µ* F ¶··Z }

= {st, •t, •, s•, •} = {) , ) , ) , ), )§ } = ¨F,

˜© (F)

K2.Fuzzy number

1,
=™
0,

0.8 ≤ F ≤ 1
F < 0.8

(19)

¹R (F)ª« F

::::.
∈ )S , )S ⊆ w }, O = 1,5

¯© (F)

1−
=™

¯ (F)

0

0.5 < F ≤ 1
F ≤ 0.5

(20)

K3.Fuzzy number
• = Q-F, ¯ (F)®T F ∈ w¯ = 0.2, 8 } means that customers
evaluated brand perceived quality as good and mostly are
satisfied with the brand. Reclamation rate Yi is in interval [0.2,
0.8]. Fuzzy number membership function • = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 is
as follows
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¯

F

0

0.8 ≤ F ≤ 0.2

0.2 ≤ F ≤ 0.5

•»#

0.5 ≤ F ≤ 0.8

•# •»

(21)

K4 Fuzzy number
s• = Q-F, ˜¯ (F)®TF ∈ w˜¯ = 0, 0.5 }
means
that
customers evaluated brand perceived quality as very good,
therefore there are many more satisfied customers with the
brand than dissatisfied. Reclamation rate Yi is in interval [0,
0.5]. Fuzzy number membership function s• = 0, 0, 0.2, 0.5
is as follows
˜¯ (F)

1−
=™

¯ (F)

0

0 ≤ F < 0.5
F ≥ 0.5

¯ (F)

1
=™
0

0 ≤ F < 0.2
F ≥ 0.2

(23)

[3.] With „ we label linguistic variable brand familiarity
which is written in („, ¼(„), w , V ). Variable value space is
defined by fuzzy set family

(22)

¼(„) = {brand is not well known, familiar with reminder, spontaneously familiar}
= {G¦, cc, ½c} = { c , c , c }= ¨„,

Fuzzy set domain of area cS is interval of value rate of brand
familiarity w = 0, 1 and semantic function ℳ : ¼(„) → w
is membership function _R („) defined by triangular or
trapezoidal form. Graphical representation of fuzzy numbers
family _R („) is given in Figure 3.
P1 Fuzzy number
G¦ = Q-„, P± („)®T„ ∈ wP± = 0, 0.5 } means that brand
is unfamiliar on the market and most of the respondents are not
able to remember the brand even when reminded. Rate value of
brand familiarity Ykk belongs to interval [0, 0.5]. Membership
function of fuzzy number G¦ = 0, 0, 0.2, 0.5 is as follows
P± („)

K5. F uzzy number
• = Q-„, ¯ („)®T„ ∈ w ¯ = 0, 0.2 }
means
that
customers evaluated brand perceived quality as absolutely
good and these customers are mostly satisfied with the brand.
Reclamation rate is in interval (0 ≤ Yi ≤ 0.2). Fuzzy number
membership function • = 0, 0, 0.2, 0.2 is as follows

1−
=™

__ („)

0

0 ≤ „ ≤ 0.5
„ ≥ 0.5

_R („)ª« „

∈ cS , cS ⊆ w }, O = 1, 2, 3.
__ („)

•# •d

0.8 ≤ „ ≤ 0.2
0.2 ≤ „ ≤ 0.5
0.5 ≤ „ ≤ 0.8

(25)

P3. Fuzzy number
½c = Q-„, ¿_ („)®T„ ∈ w¿_ = 0.5, 1 } means that brand is
spontaneously familiar and customers are able to remember the
brand without previous reminder. Rate value of brand
familiarity Ykk belongs to interval [0.5, 1] and fuzzy number
membership function SP=[0.5, 0.8, 1, 1] is as it follows
¿_ („)

(24)

P2. Fuzzy number
cc = Q-„, __ („)®T„ ∈ w__ = 0.2, 0.8 } means that brand
is familiar with reminder the and customers are able to
remember brand with previous reminder. Rate value of brand
familiarity Ykk belongs to interval [0.2, 0.8] and fuzzy number
membership function cc = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 is as follows

=

0

•d#

1−
=™

__ („)

0

0.5 ≤ „ ≤ 1
„ ≤ 0.5

(26)

[4.] Based on defined quantitative evaluation association
related to brand we define fuzzy numbers that describe
linguistic variable. We label variable brand association with t,
which is written in for (µ, [(µ), w( , V( ). Fuzzy numbers space
is defined with fuzzy set family

[(µ) = {associations negative, association neither positive or negative, associations positive}
= { ¦, c¦, c} = {

,

,

}= ¨µ,

Fuzzy numbers of family [(µ) given in triangular form
have meaning in regards to domain value:
A1. Fuzzy number
¦ = Q-µ, ± (µ)®Tµ ∈ ± = 0, 0.5 }
means
that
customers prefer negative associations with the brand.
Therefore most of the interviewed customers link their
relations with the brand with negatively preferred experience,
so further relationship is valid Ykk ≤ Y k . Membership
function of fuzzy number ¦ =[0, 0, 0.2, 0.5] is
1 − _± (µ)
± (µ) = ™
0

0 ≤ µ < 0.5
µ ≥ 0.5

(27)

R

(µ)ª« µ ∈

S,

S

⊆ w( }, O = 1, 2, 3.

A2. Fuzzy number
c¦ = Q-µ, _± (µ)®Tµ ∈ _± = 0.2, 0.8 } means that neither
negative nor or positive preferences related to the brand
experience prevail with customer. In this case rate of positively
preferred experiences is closely equal to rate of negatively
preferred experiences, wich is whu relationship is valid
Ykk ≈ Y k . Membership function of fuzzy number c¦ =[0.2,
0.5, 0.8] is
_± (µ)

=

0

•À#

•# •À

0.8 ≤ µ ≤ 0.2
0.2 ≤ µ ≤ 0.5
0.5 ≤ µ ≤ 0.8

(28)
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A3.Fuzzy number
c Q-µ, _ (µ)®Tµ ∈ _ = 0.5, 1 } means that customers
mostly prefer positive association with the brand. Rate of
positively preferred experiences is drastically higher than rate
of negatively preferred experiences, therefore further
relationship is valid Ykk ≥ Y k . Membership function of
fuzzy number c = 0.5, 0.8, 1, 1 is
_ (µ)

=™

_± (µ)

1−

0

0.5 ≤ µ < 1
µ ≤ 0.5

Á(¸) = {very low, low, good, high, very high}
= {s½, ½, •, s, ss} = { r , r , r , r( , r§ }

= ¨¸,

ÂR (¸)ª« ¸

Table 1. Quantitative state brand market and meaning.
Quantitative state
VS≡ very low
S ≡ low,

Meaning
market brand value must be improved quickly
market brand value can be improved
improvement of market brand value is possible, but
not necessary
market brand value can be slightly improved
there is no need for changes, it is important to keep
acquired market brand value.

D ≡ good
V ≡ high

5. Modeling of Output Variables of Fuzzy
Number Family
The result of market brand value evaluation in defined is
such a way which enables interpretation of market brand value
evaluation results for four criteria used. Market brand value is
linguistic value evaluated by five qualitative states, defined in
interval U=[0, 1]. That is, let it be that value space which
output variable ¸ ≡ brand market value marked as
(¸, Á(¸), w , ℳ) qualified by fuzzy number family set Á(¸) is

˜¿ (¸) = Ã

1
0
1−

f

•. §

with membership function
=

0

f

•. §
f

2−

VV≡ very high

Quantitative states which are used to evaluate market brand
value are given in form of triangular fuzzy numbers with
membership function, respectively (Figure 4).
Fuzzy number s½ = Q-¸,

with membership function

˜¿ (¸)®T¸

∈ w = 0, 0.25 }

Figure 4. Membership function fuzzy number VS, S, D, V, VV brand market evaluation.

Fuzzy number ½ = Q-¸,
¿ (¸)

∈ rS , rS ⊆ w }, O = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Individually fuzzy numbers represent quantitative state of
market brand value with further meaning (Table 1);

(29)

Graphical representation of fuzzy numbers family [(µ) is
given in Figure 3. What is left is to model output variable
brand market value.

9

•. §

C·+ ¸ = 0
C·+ ¸ ≥ 0.25
C·+ 0 ≤ ¸ ≤ 0.25

¿ (¸)®T¸

Fuzzy number
(30)

∈ w = 0, 0.5 }

C·+ 0.5 ≤ ¸ ≤ 0
C·+ 0 ≤ ¸ ≤ 0.25

C·+ 0.25 ≤ ¸ ≤ 0.5

• = Q-¸,

¯ (¸)®T¸

¯ (¸)

f

with membership function

(31)

=

Fuzzy number

0
−1

•. §

1−

f

•. §

∈ w = 0.25, 0.75 }

C·+ 0.75 ≤ ¸ ≤ 0.25
C·+ 0.25 ≤ ¸ ≤ 0.5
C·+ 0.5 ≤ ¸ ≤ 0.75

(32)
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s

Q-¸,

¸ ®T¸ ∈ w(

˜

with membership function
˜

f

¸

•. §

Fuzzy number
ss

0
p2

1p

Q-¸,

•. §

˜˜

with membership function

Where Æ

ÆSÉ$e , O, Í

f

0.5, 1

˜

C·+ 1 & ¸ & 0.5
C·+ 0.5 & ¸ & 0.75
C·+ 0.75 & ¸ & 1

¸ ®T¸ ∈ w§

•. §

¸ & 0.75

0.75 & ¸ & 1

(34)

6. If-Then Rules
After modeling input variables let us apply if-then rules on
linguistic variables t, ), c, using Mamdani inference rules
based on minimum operator [7, 8].
Let us label propositions in order

(33)

1 S ≡ " x is Li ", qj ≡"y is Kj , +e ≡ "z is Pk ",

0.75, 1

1S ∧ ÈÉ ∧ +e ∧ Å$ ∧ Æ

1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Ï,

0
C·+
Hf#•.Ä§
C·+

¸

Å$ ≡" t is $ ", Æ ≡ " ¸ OY r " then, if-then rules are writen
in following form

min ¨

©R

,

¹Ê

F ,

1, 2, 3 and following four members

_g

„ ,

Ë

µ ,

ÂÌ

, F, „, µ, ¸ ⊂ ¤ D ² D ¼ D [ D Á ⊂ w D w D w D w( D w

¸ ª

(35)

Example 1. Rule R1: If rate of loyalty L of brand customers is (NL) and rate of perceived quality K of brand is (VD) and rate of
familiarity (P) of brand is (BN) and associations (A) related towards brand is (AP) then brand market value is very low (VS).
According to our labels it can be written as follows:
If [(x is NL) and (y is VD) and (z is BN) and (t is AP)] then u is VS or in form

Figure 5. Graphical representation in construction If –Then rules of conclusion.

1∧È∧+∧Å∧Æ

min

±©

,

˜¯

F ,

P±

„ ,

_

µ ,

˜¿

¸
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Let's construct graphically the fuzzy four t, ), c, ) by
which are defined possible states of output variables labels
(Figure 5) and based on them we will form inference rules
[R1:] IF (x is NL and y is VL and z is BN and t is AN) OR
(x is NL and y is DL and z is BN and t is AN) OR (x is NL and
y is VD and z is BN and t is AP) OR (x is NL and y is D and z
is BN and t is PN) OR (x is ZN and y is VL and z is BN and t
is AN) OR (x is Z and y is VL and z is PP and t is AN)
OR (x is DL and y is VL and z is SP and t is AN)
THEN u is VS
[R2:] IF (x is ZN and y is VD and z is BN and t is AP)
OR (x is ZN and y is D and z is BN and t is PN)
OR (x is ZN and y is DL and z is BN and t is AN)
OR (x is ZN and y is AD and z is BN and t is AP)
OR (x is Z and y is DL and z is PP and t is AN)
OR (x is DL and y is DL and z is SP and t is AN)
THEN u is S
[R3:] IF (x is Z and y is AD and z is PP and t is AP)
OR (x is Z and y is VD and z is PP and t is AP)
OR (x is Z and y is D and z is PP and t is PN)
OR (x is DL and y is D and z is SP and t is PN)
OR (x is PL and y is D and z is SP and t is PN)
THEN u is D
[R4:]IF (x is DL and y is VD and z is SP and t is AP)
OR (x is PL and y is VD and z is SP and t is AP)
OR (x is DL and y is AD and z is SP and t is AP)
•
©R (Yd

),

O. Ï = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Í, = 1, 2, 3 respectively.
Strength of constructed rules is:

•
_gyz -Yk

THEN u is V
[R5:] IF (x is PL and y is AD and z is SP and t is AP)
THEN u is VV

7. Aggregation and Defuzzification
It is necessary to conduct aggregation of individual values
generated by interference rules in order to get one value of
output variable value for such obtained output fuzzy value
should be found method of defuzzification. Adequate unique
real value shold be found for such obtained output fuzzy value
method of defuzzification. Let's show those procedures in our
case.
Let it be that by measuring further output variable values are
received in FLC process:
•

= Yd• ∈ w = 0, 1 , F = Yi• ∈ w = 0, 1 ,

•
∈ w( = 0, 1
„ = Yk• ∈ w = 0, 1 , µ = Ykk
singleton

),

•
¹Ê (Yi

®,

Ë

)∧

•
¹Ê (Yi

)∧

2S,É,e,$n = Ð

•
©R (Yd

)∧

•
¹Ê (Yi

)∧

=

O Ð

,Én ,en ,$n

=

=Ð

O Ð

•
©R (Yd

•
©R (Yd

),

),

•
¹Êyz (Yi

•
-Ykk
®,

•
©R (Yd

O Ð

•
¹Ê (Yi

•
¹Ê (Yi

),

),

Ëyz

•
©Ryz (Yd

),

)∧

•
_g -Yk

®∧

•
_g -Yk

®∧

•
_g -Yk

•
_g -Yk

•
¹Êyz (Yi

•
¹Êyz (Yi

),

)

•
-Ykk
®;

®,

®,

ÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒÒ

•
©Ryz (Yd

•
= Yd• , F• = Yi• , „• = Yk• , µ• = Ykk
.

Obtained input values we transform into appropriate fuzzy
values of linguistic variables by encoding procedure.
We notice that straight line

2S,É,e,$ = Ð
=

2Sn

),

•
©Ryz (Yd

11

)∧

Ë

•
_g -Yk

Ë

®,

•
-Ykk
®Ñ

•
-Ykk
®Ñ

Ëyz

Ëyz

®,

•
-Ykk
®Ñ

•
-Ykk
®Ñ

•
_gyz -Yk

•
_gyz -Yk

determine

®∧

Ëyz

Ëyz

•
-Ykk
®Ñ

(36)

•
-Ykk
®Ñ

For each rule we have one control output variable determined by conjunction of rule’s strength and fuzzy sets of output variable,
for example for first case it is
2S,É,e,$ ∧

ÂÌ (¸•

) = min(2S,É,e,$ ,

ÂÌ (¸•

))

(37)

We receive one output variable out of these control output variables, by aggregation technique based on maximum operator,.
|ÓÓ (¸•

) = max 2S,É,e,$ ∧

ÂR,Ê,g,Ë (¸•

), … , , … . , 2Sn

,Én ,en ,$n

∧

ÂRyz,Êyz,gyz,Ëyz (¸•

)
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ÂR,Ê,g,Ë (¸•

max ™ min 2S,É,e,$ ,

)Ñ , min(2S,É,e,$n ,

ÂR,Ê,g,Ëyz (¸•

In order to get unique output variable in terms of brand
market value it is necessary to conduct defuzzification. That is
to decode function |ÓÓ (¸• ). There are many methods, and
we use center of gravity method for continuos fuzzy sets, [20]
¸∗Â˜ =

Ì

Ô ∑gÙz Ö×g (f)Øf
Ô ∑Ì
gÙz Ö×g (f)Øf

2 =

2

Ú

=

O ¨

),

•
° (Yd

),

•
±© (Yd

),

O ¨

O ¨

•
° (Yd

(39)

•
¯ (Yi

),

•
¯ (Yi

),

•
P± -Yk

®,

•
P± -Yk

®,

),

•
__ -Yk

®,

2 ∧

¿ (¸

,Én ,en ,$n

,

ÂRyz,Êyz,gyz,Ëyz (¸•

))

(38)

First based on received rate value let’s determine appropriate
linguistic variables. Satisfaction rate, as a measure of percieved
brand quality Yd• = 0.266 ∈ 0.2, 0.3 on that interval belongs
to fuzzy numbers satisfied (Z) with the brand and fuzzy
number which evaluates customers as satisfied by habit ZN,
with membership degree; ° (0.266 ) = 0.22, °± (0.266 ) =
0.78. Reclamation rate, as a measure of perceived brand
quality, with value Yi• = 0.641 ∈ 0.5, 0.7 fuzzy number
good and fuzzy number partly bad. Membership degree for
those
numbers
is
in
order
DL;
(0.641)
(0.641
)
=
0.53,
=
0.47.
Brand
familiarity
rate
¯
¯©
Yk• = 0.425 belongs to definition area of fuzzy numbers brand
is unfamilijar (BN), and familijar with reminder(PP), with
membership degree; P± (0.425 ) = 0.25, __ (0.425) = 0.75
•
and at the end positive experience rate Ykk
= 0.448 as a
measure for brand associations belonging to an interval on
which fuzzy numbers negative (AN) and pozitive (PN) are
defined, membership degree to those numbers is
± (0.448 ) = 0.173 that is _± (0.425 ) = 0.827. Linguistic
variables evaluated by fuzzy numbers generate rules. Strength
of those rules is in following order

Let's test technique of market brand value evaluation on
hypothetical example.
Example 2. For the needs of evaluation brand market value
of company "XZY Trade" are measured by brand indicator
were measured rate and after conducted analysis further values
of rates were received
-customer loyalty towards brand measured by satisfaction
rate, result is Yd = 0.266,
-perceived quality of brand measured by reclamation rate,
result is Yi = 0.641,
-brand familiarity measured by familiarity rate, result is
Yk = 0.425,
-brand associations measured by positive experience rate,
result is Ykk = 0.448 (Figure 5).
2 =

)), … . , , … . , min(2Sn

•
± -Ykk

®ª =

•
_± -Ykk

®ª =

•
_± -Ykk

®ª =

O (0.22, 0.53, 0.25, 0.173)=0.173
O (0.22, 0.53, 0.25, 0.73)=0.22

………………………………………………..
•
¯© (Yi

O (0.78, 0.47, 0.75, 0.827)=0.47.

One control output variable corresponds for each rule which is based on a conjunction
2S,É,e,$ ∧ Â˜ (¸ ) = min-2S , Â˜ (¸ )® , O = 1, 2, … ,16 which in this case are
2 ∧

2 ∧

,….2

2

Ú

¿ (¸

¿ (¸

∧

∧

)=

)=

)=

¯ (¸

¯ (¸

)=

O -0.173,
O -0.22,

O -0.173,

)=

O -0.53,

O -0.47,

¿ (¸)®,

¿ (¸)®,

¿ (¸)®, …,

¯ (¸)®, … .,
¯ (¸)®

We constructed fuzzy set of output variable based on individual values of output variables. Graphical representation of polygon
which represents membership function of output fuzzy set is given in Figure 6 which is obtained by testing the algorithm in
MATLAB software (Figure 7a, 7b).
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Figure 6. Membership function output fuzzy sets.

a
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b
Figure 7. Dependency function TV. a: dependency function TV of “perceived quality“ (K) and “brand familiarity“ (P), TV=f (K, P). b: dependency function TV of
“brand association“ (A) and “customer lojality“ (L), TV=f (A, L, in example).

Membership function of total fuzzy set of market brand
value '¶¶* rs in analytical form is
, 0 & ¸ & 0.0625
•. §
ß
Ý
0.25,
0.0625
& ¸ & 0.3125
Ý
f
p 1, 0.3125 & ¸ & 0.382
Þ •. §
Ý 0.53,f0.382 & ¸ & 0.6175
Ý
Ü 3 p •. § , 0.6175 & ¸ & 0.75
f

|ÓÓÛ f

•.Ä§
¸ ¨3
Ä§

+Ô•.Ú

p

f

•. §

ª Z¸

Denominator value

•.•Ú §

â

•

•.Ä§
¨3
Ä§

p

Required output value is
¸∗

¦¸ *+'µ·+
•* ¸ '+'µ·+

§

§

±f%Ûi|Àài
¯Û f%|i|Àài

Ì
Ô∙∑gÙz Ö×g f Øf

Ô ∑Ì
gÙz Ö×g f Øf

(41)

Let us first calculate Numerator value by using graphical
representation of output fuzzy set (Figure 6) and membership
function of output set.

0.25 ¸Z¸ q â

•. •

•.

§

¨

•.Ú
¸
p 1ª ¸Z¸ q â
0.25
•. •

Ä§

0.53 ¸Z¸ q

0.0003254 q 0.0117135 q q0.0336337 p 0.0241339 q 0.0623761 q 0.2717907 p 0.24855
0.1100646

•* *+'µ·+

+Ô•.Ú

•.
¸
Z¸ q â
0.25
•.•Ú

¸∗

(40)

What is left is to determine one value (singleton) ¸∗ of
market brand value rate. For this purpose we use
defuzzification method. Mostly we choose value that
represents center of gravity. By implementation of center of
¦¸ *+'µ·+

gravity method in our case we can see that coordinate points A,
B, C, D, E, are as follows: A (0.0625, 0.25), B (0.3125, 0.25),
C (0.382, 0.53), D (0.6175, 0.53), E (0.75, 0), (Figure 6).
Center of gravity for continuous fuzzy set is calculate by using
rule:

f

•. §

â

•.•Ú §

•

ª Z¸

•.
¸
Z¸ q â
0.25
•.•Ú

§

§

0.25Z¸ q â

•. •

•.

§

¨

•.Ú
¸
p 1ª Z¸ q â
0.25
•. •

Ä§

0.00781124 q 0.06475 q 0.02703 q 0.124815 q 0.035112

0.1100646
0.259524

0.4263 • 0.43

Based on calculated output value rate ¸∗ • 0.43 brand
market value with significance level 2 0.05 confidence
interval of market brand value ƒf of basic set is 0.25 & ƒf∗ &

0.53Z¸ q

0.259524.

0.61. Based on that interval and evaluation criteria of market
brand value we can formulate marketing and managerial
decisions regarding the increase of the brand value.

8. Conclusion
Classical way of evaluation of market brand value based on
evaluated values of indicator indices (L=loyalty, K = perceived
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quality, P = brand familiarity, A = brand association) doesn’t
provide possibility of quantitative expression of that evaluation
therefor it is left for expert to evaluate brand market value
based on evaluated indicator values. Considered model
provides possibility of quantitative market brand evaluation
together with more demanding confidence interval, based on
evaluated indicators (L, K, P, A).Implementing fuzzy logic and
fuzzy numbers into modeling of brand value decreases:
1) insecurity of evaluation of indicator rate generated by
subjectivity of examinee, in this model that value is switched
by fuzzy numbers.
2) subjectivity of expert during evaluation of market brand
value, because evaluation is based on values of index
indicators. In this method, using "if-then" defined rules,
evaluation is a result of analysis of possible states which
generate values of index indicators.
Advantage of this method lies in ability to use evaluated
market brand value based on sample in order to evaluate
market brand value based on entire population of customers in
specific area (Total TV). If financial estimation of consumption
per customer is familiar then it is easy to evaluate financial
market brand valueon the market.
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